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The third edition of LaingBuisson’s mini-report into the role of Private Equity in UK Healthcare 
covers a wide range of topics and presents the latest intelligence in who owns what, and why. 

It identifies over 150 portfolio companies across healthcare owned by PE in the UK, and 
notes that the profile of that portfolio has changed with a broader number of sub-markets 
represented, including software, pharma services, veterinary and fertility.

This magazine-style publication features contributions from a number of professionals working 
in the field and offers unique data tables unavailable elsewhere - making it a must-read for 
anyone with an active interest in the sector, or anyone looking to secure funding for their 
operation. 

LaingBuisson has looked at the landscape and the key drivers of the market, and in particular 
where the focus of investment is and how it has changed in the UK, finding that after a quieter 
2015, activity picked up significantly in 2016 and 2017 and has continued to grow by nearly 
15% in volume terms for 2018.

With a backdrop of tightening interest rates at some point, a global 
economic slowdown, trade wars and the end of quantitative easing 
there remains plenty of dry powder for private equity funds and an 
economy that is still growing and at full employment. 

Healthcare remains a very attractive sector to invest in.

To learn more buy this report now.

• All C-suite professionals working in UK 
healthcare

• Banks and financial institutions
• Investors and private equity
• Health insurers

• Government policymakers
• Lawyers
• Policy advisors
• Think tanks
• Management consultants

Investors remain attracted to 
UK healthcare
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GoPrivate.com and the accompanying 
GoPrivate Guide help patients to 
research the options for private self 
pay treatment in the UK’s private 
hospitals. 

GoPrivate.com enables patients to 
search and compare the “fixed price 
surgery” packages available and to 

submit a request for a quotation for 
treatment. 

The GoPrivate Guide is distributed 
in magazine format through waiting 
rooms in 6,000 GP practices, covering 
36 million of the population.

To find out more contact us on +44 (0) 
7841 0045

Healthcare Markets covers all areas 
of independent healthcare including 
hospitals, primary care, mental healthcare, 
cosmetic surgery, flexible staffing, private 
medical insurance, dentistry and IVF. 
Subscription includes:

• Unique content - ten issues a year 
bring you market data and content 
you will not find elsewhere

• Real insight - commentary from the 
sector’s leading trade associations 
including IHPN and IDF

• Online archive - over 20 years of news 
and features

• Supplements - including roundtables, 
costs surveys, policy supplements and 
infographics

• Weekly news alerts - complete with 
live links to all stories and features

• Conference discounts - early bird 
rates for delegate passes

Patient 
Acquisition

SUBSCRIBE NOW 
laingbuissonnews.com

BOOK NOW 
summit.privatehealthcare.co.uk

ENQUIRE NOW 
sales@laingbuisson.com

Journal

Private Healthcare 
Summit 2019

The focus of the 2019 Private Healthcare 
Summit will be “Healthcare innovation: 
exploiting new technologies to benefit 
patients, doctors, providers and payors”. 

Now in its sixth year, the Private 
Healthcare Summit 2018 will examine 
how the sector can sharpen its focus on 
putting the customer first, and exceeding 
the expectations of patients, doctors, 
and payors. Previous years’ events have 
attracted around 200 of the country’s 
senior executives from the industry, 
and were praised for the quality of the 
speakers, the content and the networking 
opportunities.

13 June 2019 
QEII Centre 
London

Conference

The key to a successful healthcare 
business is patient flow. Through our 
well-established network of online 
consumer portals and treatment guides, 
healthcare providers can promote their 
services directly to patients seeking private 
treatment or seeking a second opinion 
from their clinicians.

LaingBuisson’s consumer portals attract 
millions of relevant unique users each year 
and are aimed at ‘active treatment, service 
or product seekers’ in the private healthcare 
sector - people who are actively seeking a 
solution to their healthcare needs. The sites 
show patients how to research a variety of 
private healthcare services, and to contact 
healthcare providers direct, or through our 
Enquiry Forwarding Service. Our clients 
range from major hospitals across the UK, 
to small clinics and individual clinicians 
seeking to attract private patients.

Live market intel #1 Networking event Find patients online


